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WHAT IS A MINI-GRID?
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DEFINITION

•

•
•
•

•
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Small to medium sized power sources supplying electricity to
domestic, productive and public users via a local distribution network
(mostly to a remotely located community)
Not connected to any national electricity grid and therefore operated
as “isolated mini-grids” in island mode
In some cases, “interconnected mini-grids” can be operated with a
(part time) connection to a larger transmission / distribution grid
Different energy resources and power plants (diesel, hydro, biomass,
solar, wind, hybrid), mostly AC coupled low voltage system with a
centralized production and a storage system
Renewable energy sources have become the most economical viable
power source for mini-grids in most places, increasingly replacing
diesel gensets or reducing diesel fuel consumption

EXAMPLE OF MINI-GRID – SOLAR DIESEL POWERSTATION
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EXAMPLE OF MINI-GRID - DISTRIBUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
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MINI-GRID METERING SOLUTIONS

•

Solutions depend on business models applied
–
–
–
–

•

Special requirements in Mini-Grid application
–
–
–
–
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Load limiters
Electro-mechanic meters
Prepaid meters
Smart meters

Prepayment is essential
Electric power and energy must be metered and limited
Limited capacity calls for load and demand side management
Remote management solutions to reduce overhead costs

WHY MINI-GRIDS?

2
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MINI-GRIDS VS. OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

MAIN-GRID
“Cheaper”, but unreliable
MINI-GRID
More costly, but reliable
PETROL/DIESEL GENSETS
High effort and unreliable
SOLAR HOME SYSTEMS
Complement mini-grids
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• Businesses underperform due to frequent power outages
• Back-up options (e.g. petrol/diesel gensets) are expensive
• No positive impact on standard of living
• Businesses are competitive locally/regionally
• Standard of living improves
• Energy expenditure not necessarily higher

• Fuel not always available, no 24/7 solution

• Ideal for sparsely populated, residential, low income areas

USER CATEGORIES

Productive users are key!

End-user
categories:

Residential
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Institutional

Productive

Health

Agriculture

Education

Industry (incl.
ICTs)

Water and
Sanitation

Commerce
(incl. Tourism)

THE MINI-GRID SPACE

Source: The Mini-Grid Policy Toolkit, 2014
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COST OF ENERGY IN RURAL AREAS

Mini-Grid

Source: Energy cost prices in Haiti, Archambault, 2012
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MINI-GRID TARIFFS EXAMPLE
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Mini-Grid Tariff

WHY PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT? AND HOW?
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MINI-GRID OPERATOR MODELS

PUBLIC MODELS
• Fully subsidized and publicly managed mini-grids have proven widely
unsuccessful
COMMUNITY MODELS
• Cooperative approaches have proven to work if the cooperative is
structured like a private sector company including ownership
models
PRIVATE MODELS
• If the profit of the private company is linked to the operational
success of the mini-grid, the power supply becomes sustainable
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MINI-GRIDS WORK BEST IF…

•
•
•
•

political influence can be avoided/minimized (e.g. objective and
transparent criteria for site selection)
run by professionals who know their (core) business
the operator is willing and able to deal with socio-economic
peculiarities of rural communities
the operator is motivated by the prospects of profits
Mini-grids require professional entrepreneurs to be successful!!!
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SCALE IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Scale!

1. More villages
2. More sales per village

Source: EUEI-PDF, Mini-grid policy toolkit, 2014
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HOW CAN THE PUBLIC SECTOR PROVIDE SUPPORT?

4
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CHALLENGES FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
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CHALLENGES

GOVT / PUB SEC
MITIGATION
MEASURES

Project
development costs
are too high

Administrative
processes can be
streamlined

Risks of an
investment into
fixed infrastructure
are too high

Technical
assistance for minigrid development

Without subsidies
tariffs are too high

Capital grants for
distribution assets

STREAMLINING PERMITTING PROCESSES

Government can facilitate access to
• Land
• Right of way
• Building permits
• Environmental Impact Assessment
The government can provide the latter permits for free, as its in-kind
contribution to the mini-grid project under a PPP agreement.
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MINI-GRID MARKETS REQUIRE SPECIFIC REGULATION

AIM: Set enabling framework for a private sector-driven market for Mini-Grids

PROTECTION OF OPERATOR

Easy
licensing
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Profitable
tariffs

Main-grid
protection

PROTECTION OF CUSTOMER

Affordable
tariffs

Technical
standards

Customer
mgmt

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO OFFSET PROJECT DEV. COSTS

Site
identification

Resource
assessment
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Agreement
with village

Demand
assessment

System
design

Business
plan

Source
finance

Licensing

GOVERNMENTS’ ROLE IN ACCESS TO FUNDING

ACCESS TO GRANTS FOR REPLICATION
• Constituency funds available for grid extension that could be used to
develop mini-grids in the few remaining off-grid areas.
• Real opportunity is in using existing underserved distribution
networks for interconnected mini-grids.
ACCESS TO FINANCE
• Debt and equity investors interested, but want guarantees.
• Government can help attract finance through smart incentives
(e.g. Partial default guarantees, Using fixed assets as collateral)
and/or
• Directly provide concessional finance!!!
FISCAL INCENTIVES (e.g. tax holidays and/or import duty exemptions)
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR THE GOVERNMENT?
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BENEFITS FOR GOVERNMENTS IN MINI-GRIDS
RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY
• The government can build grids where generation capacity is available
thereby avoiding situations of poorly electrified areas
BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY
• No need for governments to build expensive medium voltage line. Thus, with the
same budget, the government can actually electrify more people.
• The government can power already existing underutilized grids using
interconnected mini-grids, thereby providing reliable electricity to more people
without investing more government money.
• Blending public-private funds helps decrease pressure on government to use
its own funds for electrification and increases impact of its interventions.
SOCIAL EQUALITY AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
• Mini-grids reach remote rural areas thereby allowing the government to support
rural development and strike a balance between urban and rural development.
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RURAL RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMME (RREP) OVERVIEW
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RURAL RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMME (RREP) OVERVIEW

u Impact:

Enhanced economic growth and increased accessibility to public services in
rural communities

u Outcome: Increased and sustainable access to 5 MW renewable electricity through
mini-grids in rural communities
u Outputs:

will include, via the development of a private sector-led rural electrification
market
• The implementation and facilitation of renewable power generation and
distribution in defined project areas
• Sustainable operation and maintenance
• Efficient programme management services
• Strengthening institutional framework
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RURAL RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMME (RREP) OVERVIEW

u Scalable and sustainable programme implementation over 48 months with 3 components:
– Component 1: President’s Recovery Priority - Presidential Delivery Plan (KRA1)
est. 50 stand alone 6kWp PV installations in public infrastructure by July 2017
(location & demand TBC based on field data collection)
– Component 2: Demonstrate 3 business models for rural renewable min-grid operation with
private sector involvement (locations/project based on selection criteria)
– Component 3: Implementation arrangements and Institutional development and capacity building
of public and private organisations

u Modular mini-grids (scalable capacity of green hybrid installations solar/mini-bio/hydro/wind
as relevant with gen set back up)
u Provision of electricity to rural communities – 3 target consumer categories:
– Public infrastructures: hospitals (category 2), schools, others...
– Productive users: agribusiness, aquaculture, manufacturers, microenterprises, shops, ...
– Households

u Related institutional development and capacity building to public and private organisations
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RURAL RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMME APPROACH

2
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TECHNICAL ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAMME

• 50 Community Health Centres (CHC) equipped with

Component 1

6kWp PV system (delivery July 2017)

• For sustainability and O&M:
–
–

Micro entrepreneur to run village energy kiosk
Potential integration into mini-grid

• Model A: Split of Assets (SoA)

Component 2

• Model B: Finance, Build and Lease (FBL)
• Model C: Develop, Tender and Finance (DTF)

Component 3
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• Establishment of a RREP Unit for the programme

implementation and institutional/capacity development

MODEL A: SOA (SPLIT OF ASSETS)

Equity
RREP designs & builds
distribution infrastructure

Electricity
payments

Grant
Private actor
operates
mini-grid

Debt

Private actor invests
in generation

Investment

Split of Assets model: ~ 30 distribution infrastructures in rural communities
‒ The Programme designs, procures and constructs distribution infrastructure (DI), including prepaid
meters
‒ The Private Actor invests, designs, builds, owns and operates the power generation assets (DBOOT)
‒ The Programme tenders (e.g. reverse auction) the lease/concession (~ 20 years) of DI operations
and the set-up of generation facilities to the Private Actor
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MODEL B: FINANCE, BUILD AND LEASE (FBL)

RREP designs & builds
distribution infrastructure

Dis-investiture
revenue

RREP designs &
builds generation

Grant
Private actor
owns and/or
operates minigrids

Grant

Finance Build Lease pilot installations of hybrid solar mini grids (demonstrability of the approach):
‒ The Programme designs, procures and constructs distribution infrastructure (DI), including prepaid
meters
‒ The Programme designs owns and builds the power generation assets
‒ The Programme tenders the lease/concession (~ 20 years) of the mini-grid to the highest bidder or
enters into O&M management contract…
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‒ The revenue from the ‘sale/dis-investiture’ to be revolved into the programme

MODEL C: DEVELOP, TENDER AND CO-FINANCE (DTF)

Equity
RREP develops and tenders
the mini-grid project

Electricity
payments

Debt

Private actors coinvest in mini-grid(s)

Tender/Grant
Private actor
owns and/or
operates minigrids

Investment

Develop, tender and co-fund ~ 5-10 mini-grids under a ‘full BOOT scheme’
‒ The Programme develops and prepares ‘shovel-ready’ projects
‒ The Programme tenders the lease/concession (~ 20 years) of the mini-grid opportunity to the best VfM
bidder and co-invests into the project
‒ The private actor builds, owns and operates the generation assets and operates the DI
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COMPARISON OF THE BUSINESS MODELS
Model A

Model B

Model C

RREP

RREP

PS

Movable assets (design-build)

PS

RREP

PS

Mini-grids operation

PS

PS

PS

Fixed assets (design-build)

Ownership after 20 years
Distribution

MoE / Gov

MoE / Gov

MoE / Gov

Generation

PS

MoE / Gov
or PS
Financing

MoE / Gov
or PS

RREP Grant

Grant

Co-finance

PS

Grant

Co-finance

Fix assets
Movable assets
Fixed assets:
Movable assets:
Gov:
MoE:
PS:
RREP:
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Distribution infrastructure (power lines, posts, meters)
Generation infrastructure (solar panels, inverter, storage batteries)
Government
Ministry of Energy
Private Sector
Rural Renewable Energy Programme

RREP INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH
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INSTITUTIONAL ELEMENT OF THE PROGRAMME

• 50 Community Health Centres (CHC) equipped with

Component 1

6kWp PV system

• For sustainability and O&M:
–
–

Micro entrepreneur to run village energy kiosk
Potential integration into mini-grid

• Model A: Split of Assets (SoA)

Component 2

• Model B: Finance, Build and Lease (FBL)
• Model C: Develop, Tender and Finance (DTF)

Component 3
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• Establishment of a RREP Unit for the programme

implementation and institutional/capacity development

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

• The RREP Unit:

RRE / Off-grid Steering Committee
MoE, MoLG & RD, MoH, IFIs, DFID,
donors, Private Sector, IP …

‒ supports the programme

implementation
‒ manages the funds and carry out
procurement according to IP rules
and regulations

Project Board

‒ provides TA, capacity, credibility

and transparency to stakeholders

DFID
RREP Unit

• The RREP Unit will set the basis for
Rural Renewable Trust Fund and/or
Rural/off-grid Energy Agency
• The RRE Steering Committee
chaired by MoE Minister will be key
to:
‒ coordinate activities, avoid

duplication and maximise resources
‒ ensure synergies among
stakeholders
‒ (secretariat provided by RREP Unit)
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MoE
DIFD /IP contract

¶ Programme
Implementation
‒ Overall management
‒ Design
‒ Procurement
‒ Financial management
‒ QA/QC SL M&E
‒ TA
‒ GIS
‒ …

¶ Institutional
building
‒ Systems
‒ HR
‒ SOPs
‒ Policy support
‒ TA
‒ …

RREP

– PREREQUISITES FOR PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION
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PREREQUISITES FOR RREP SUCCESS

•
•
•
•

DFID approves business case and allocates funds
DFID contracts Implementing Partner
MoE facilitate establishment of RREP Unit
MoE enabling / facilitating project development
– Fast track permitting procedures, design approvals, 20 year contract issuance, etc.
– Provision of land for power stations
– Provision of right of way for grid installation

•
•

MoE contracting authority to enter in 20 years + concession
Regulatory framework
–
–
–
–

•
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Approval of preliminary tariff model
Issuances of licences
Clarification of regulatory responsibilities
Development of specific regulatory framework for private sector driven mini grid
market

MoE lead establishment of the RRE / off grid Steering Committee

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER HERE
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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